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THE VALUE OF OVERHEAD MAINS FOR
ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM.

By G. L. ADDENBROOKE, Member.

(Paper read February g, 1905.)

The electric transmission of power on a large scale has been carried
out chiefly in districts in Europe and America where abundant water
power was available and the cost of coal was considerable; that is,
in districts where, as we should expect, the economic margin was
greatest.

A great- number of these transmissions consists of a long line of
mains carrying the current to some point or area where distribution
takes place.

In the United Kingdom the problem will usually be rather different.
In the first place, except in a few instances which I do not propose to
deal with specifically, the source of power will be coal. Now coal is
portable, and, notwithstanding what has been said by some people, it
is my view that in nearly all cases it will pay better to place the
central station near to what may be called the "power centre of
gravity " of the district to be served and bring the coal to it, rather than
to place the central station at a.greater distance from its work in order
to save freight on coal.

It may be pointed out that progress is likely to accentuate the
soundness of this argument, since improved methods of generating
power, such as the use of gas engines necessitating less coal per
kilowatt-hour output, will make the cost of carriage on the coal
relatively less important, while the cost of carriage itself is more likely
to decrease than to increase.

Consequently, whenever we have a power-station operated by steam
or gas engines and using coal as its source of energy, as will be the
case with nearly all the power-supply stations in this country, I think
we may take it that such a station should be situated somewhere near
the centre of the district it is intended to supply, except in special cases
which we need not consider to-night.

That it is cheaper to generate power from coal on a large scale and
in a central station than when the same total amount of power is
generated by scattered units has become almost an axiom. If trans-
mission cost nothing it would be sufficient to set down such a central
station in any suitable district, and within a moderate period—if it
were not over-capitalised and were economically administered—its
supply would displace all other sources of power in the district. But
this is not the case practically ; transmission costs money and involves
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losses, and consequently there arises the important engineering
problem of how to make this capital cost and loss a minimum, seeing
the smaller it is made the larger will be the field to the central
generating station.

In supplying light the electrical engineer is dealing in a luxury and
convenience, and the business is not altogether governed by ordinary
commercial considerations. But in supplying electric energy for power
purposes the whole question is purely one of economics and com-
mercial desirability. No manufacturer will displace his present method
of power supply unless he can see a distinct economic gain. More-
over, it will not usually be sufficient that the cost of central supply
shall be equal to the cost of local generation ; this will turn the scale
in the case of extensions of old and for new works, but to displace
existing means, some gain, including interest and depreciation on the
capital to be expended, must usually be shown over the existing method.
Moreover, it is desirable that the difference between local generation
costs by existing methods and the power-supply company's price should
be such that manufacturers are tempted to change over fairly quickly
and without waiting till plant breaks down or exceptional business
demands additional power. On the other hand, during the early
days of an enterprise, it is difficult to produce as cheaply as when a
large demand has been created and matters have settled down to a
routine.

For these reasons, therefore, and for many others which I will not
attempt to enumerate, it is desirable if electric power supply from
central stations in this country is to make way rapidly, that the costs of
generating the energy and the costs of distribution between the power-
house and the terminals of the consumers' motors should be kept as
low as possible, and this apart from the general proposition that it is
for the good of manufacturers first and the country generally after-
wards that power in its most convenient form should be generally
available over large areas at the lowest prices commercially compatible
with a fair return on the capital needed.

The cheap production of power within the central station itself is a
part of the question I do not propose to deal with directly in this paper,
as I expressed my views on this subject in an article in Engineering
which appeared in its issue of the 3rd of June, 1904, and what I say
here accords with the deductions then made. I shall consequently
here assume that everything is done in this way which experience
and the state' of our knowledge dictates. All that it is neces-
sary to say here is that to secure good results the greater the amount
of power which can be supplied from a given station the better, and
also the better the load factor the lower the average price which can
be charged. It is also obviously important to get a good load on the
station quickly after it is ready to start.

Now in order to gel: a large load in a central station, to get such a
load quickly and to obtain a good load-factor, unless the station is
situated in an exceptionally rich district, it should be in a position to
invite customers from as large an area as possible, because it is not
likely that manufacturers within range of the mains will change over
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the whole of the arrangements in their establishments to electric
driving immediately ; they will usually commence by adopting electric
driving tentatively for some particular purpose, and gradually extend as
they find it convenient and economical and can afford to make the
change. Moreover, it is most desirable that power companies who
have been granted, by the wisdom of Parliament, concessions over large
areas should not be compelled to confine their operations during their
earlier years to the richest corners of their districts, but should be in a
position to afford a supply of energy over a wide area from the start.
All this 'means that from the power companies' point of view, from the
manufacturers' point of view, and from the public and national point
of view, as soon as a power company is in a position to supply electric
energy in an area it is desirable that it should have the largest mileage
of mains radiating from its station which engineering and finance will
permit, and should be in a position to take mains in any new direction
required with the greatest facility and economy. „

On the Continent and in America, outside considerable towns
electric transmission has almost universally been carried out by means
of overhead mains—that is, by the most economical and simplest
method which could be devised. Unfortunately, until recently in this
country officialism and to some extent public sentiment have prevented
the employment of this method on any scale, with results which
appear to me the more deplorable the more I think of them ; but within
the last year it is pleasing to be able to record that more enlightened
views have slowly begun to permeate official quarters, and a disposition
has reluctantly been manifested to meet the necessities of the situa-
tion, so that applications for permission to erect overhead mains in
suitable localities are likely to be favourably met in Whitehall. It is
therefore possible to consider systems of transmission of this character
in the United Kingdom, and it becomes of practical importance to see
how they compare with underground transmission, and what difference
their employment may make in the policy and procedure of power
companies.

For this purpose I have had prepared two tables showing approxi-
mately the cost of overhead conductors and underground mains
employed under similar conditions. The figures must be regarded as
approximate, as so much depends in any given case on the amount
of work to be done, the locality and other conditions, but still they are
near enough for the present purpose. The costs in both cases arc for
high-class work, and this applies particularly to overhead work, as it is
the experience of users both on the Continent and in America that to
secure the best results such work must be solidly and carefully con-
structed and with due consideration of the requirements to be met; in
fact it would astonish many electricians in this country to find how
much thought and care is being put into the construction of such lines
abroad, into the manufacture and design of insulators, the arrange-
ment of the conductors on the poles, the poles themselves and arms
and their erection, lightning conductors, cradles, and all the other
necessary details which go to make up a properly built overhead
transmission line.



OVERHEAD M AI NS.—TH REE-PH A SE CABLES.

ON THE BASIS OF ONE PER CENT. LOSS PER MILE.

Particulars of the Conductors.

Size of
Cables.

3 - 7/i8

3 - 7/i6

3— 7/14

3—19/16

Section
of Cables
in Square

Inches.

3
•01292

3
•02299

3
•03588

3
•06247

Weight
per Mile

in lbs.

3 x 266

3 x 468

3 x 73°

3 x 1270

Carrying Capacity in Kilowatts at
the following Voltages.

6,000.

81

143

222

382

8,000.

152

254

394

680

10,000.

225

400

615

1,060

12,000.

323

545

887

1,526

Capital Cost of Line complete per Mile,
allowing 45 Poles per Mile at the

following Voltages.

6,000.

£211

£259

£301

£402

8,000.

£230

£275

&16

£418

10,000.

£245

£290

£332

£433

12,000.

£260

£305

£347

£448

Capital Cost of Line complete
per Kilowatt conveyed per Mile

at the following Voltages.

6,000.

5*/-

36/3

27/-

21/-

8,000.

30/-

21/8

16/-

12/4

10,000.

22/-

14/6

10/9

8/2

12,000.

16/-

ii/3

7/10

5/io

UNDERGROUND MAINS.—THREE-PHASE CABLES.

ON THE BASIS OF ONE PER CENT. LOSS PER MILE.

Particulars of the Conductors.

Size of
Cables.

3 - 7/i8

3— 7/i6

3— 7/14

3—19/16

Section
of Cables
in Square

Inches.

3
•01292

3
•02299

3
•03588

3
•06247

Weight
per Mile
in lbs.

3 x 266

3 x 468

3 x 730

3 x 1270

Carrying Capacity in Kilowatts at
the following Voltages.

6,000.

81

143

222

382

8,000.

152

254

394

680

10,000.

225

400

615

1,060

12,000.

323

545

887

1,526

Cost of Main complete
laid and jointed at the following

Voltages.

6,000.

£490

£520

£545

£76o

8,000.

£540

£635

£660

£858

10,000.

£678

£725

£772

£957

12,000.

£800

£870

£950

£1,050

Cost of Line complete
per Kilowatt conveyed per Mile

at the following Voltages.

6,000.

120/-

73/-

49/-

40/-

8,000.

71/-

50/-

34/-

25/-

10,000.

60/-

36/-

25/-

18/-

12,000.

49/6

32/-

21/-

13/9
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An inspection of these tables will show that at 6,ooo volts between
conductors on a 3-phase system the cost of the overhead conductors
is about half that for underground cables. If the voltage is increased,
the cost of the overhead line only rises slightly while the cost of the
cables increases more rapidly, so that at 10,000 volts the cost of under-
ground is nearly three times the cost of overhead transmission. I may
say that in the costs for the overhead transmission a fair sum is
included for extra poles and networks when crossing roads or places
to which the public have access.

In these tables the costs of overhead conductors have been calcu-
lated on the basis of a single set of conductors of the sizes mentioned
on a pole, but when more power is wanted a second set of conductors
can usually be added at the cost for copper, insulators, arms and
erection only, whereas to lay a second cable will cost practically as
large a sum as the first. Herein lies one of the great advantages of
overhead distribution ; the current can be taken to a works and a
small-sized set of conductors put up to commence with at half the
capital outlay required for laying a cable of similar section. If the use
of electric energy should afterwards be discontinued for any reason,
the poles and wires can be recovered and are still worth a great part
of the original value, as they can be used elsewhere. If, as is probable,
the use of current is extended, another set of larger conductors can
be easily and cheaply erected. With a cable, if an underground main
is discontinued it is worth nothing to take up. To lay a full section
cable in the first instance means locking up a great deal of capital
unremuneratively, possibly for some years ; on the other hand, to lay
a small cable first and a second larger one later is very expensive. In
the first case, viz. with overhead conductors, the capital required will
only be half that required in the second, and moreover a good propor-
tion of it will remain in a liquid form. Thus by employing overhead
conductors a power company is sinking a much smaller amount of
capital in extending its mains widely during its early stages.

Besides the lower cost per mile of the distributing system with
overhead mains, which in many cases would make the difference
whether a supply can be given profitably or not, it is important to
observe also that if it will pay to carry the current a certain distance
by underground mains, it will pay to carry the current nearly twice as
far with overhead conductors; which means that a power-station can
economically supply current over about three times the area which
would be possible with underground transmission at 6,000 volts, and if
the pressure is increased the relative areas show a still greater difference.
For this reason not only has a- power-station with overhead transmission
a much larger area from which it can pick up customers and thus
acquire a load quickly, but it will later on have a larger area to draw
customers from, so that the advantages of additional size and concentra-
tion are also secured in a greater degree.

It is also important to bear in mind that overhead conductors are,
comparatively speaking, free from the complicated phenomena known
as resonance effects, which give a good deal of trouble on underground
circuits and have been a cause of much anxiety.
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Notwithstanding all these obvious advantages, the attitude of the
high authorities at the Board of Trade has until recently been so
adverse to the use of overhead conductors in this country as to amount
to a practical prohibition, and this has led to a timidity amongst
engineers in proposing their use and has produced an impression
amongst local authorities and the public that they are dangerous,
unsightly, and liable to faults. I* therefore propose to devote attention
to these points for a short time, as in the negotiations I have had with
the Board of Trade it was on these grounds that I found most
opposition and reluctance to move.

Overhead conductors are not now new. For nearly twenty years
high-pressure overhead transmissions for series arc lighting have been
used on an immense scale in America and elsewhere, and under
conditions which would seem extraordinary to many English engineers.
Such circuits, moreover, still continue to be used outside great towns.
Again, it is now more than twelve years since multiphase transmissions
at high pressures came into use, and they have since multiplied
enormously outside this country. In Mr. Bell's book on " Power
Transmission " there is a list of power transmission plants in America
all at pressures above 10,000 volts, the list apparently being carried up
to the year 1901. The horse-powers of these various transmissions
aggregate 170,000 H.P., and as plants employing over 10,000 volts
pressure must be in the minority, it is a fair deduction to make from
this and .other sources of information that at the present date there
must be in America over 500,000 H.P. transmitted electrically by
overhead conductors. Notwithstanding this we come across no long
lists of accidents, we do not hear of any legislative prohibitions of this
method of transmitting energy, there are no signs that overhead
conductors are being given up ; on the contrary every week we hear
of fresh projects, including such undertakings as the long-transmission
lines in California and the running electrically of the whole of the
railways in Switzerland, Norway and Sweden, the power for which
would in most cases be almost entirely conveyed overhead.

I have also made inquiries amongst several of the leading firms on
the Continent as to what accidents have come to their notice, and the
invariable reply has been that so far as the general public was concerned
they could not recall any, though they could usually mention one or two
cases of accidents to employes, almost invariably, however, from
transgressing simple rules as to not working on circuits with the
pressure on.

A little thought will show that with a properly constructed route of
overhead mains, with stout poles 40 to 50 yards apart, the chances of
the mains falling are infinitesimal, far less than in the case of telegraph
wires, which are much smaller in diameter and are run habitually in
spans double the length and are strained up much more tightly than
in the case of tramway conductors.

The most legitimate objection which can be taken to overhead
transmissions is from the aesthetic point of view, but against this should
be placed to their credit the fact that they would be the means of
abolishing much smoke and dirt and heavy coal traffic on the roadways ;
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they would render brighter, cleaner, and more cheerful numberless
homes; and by bringing a convenience of town life' into more open
districts would be a powerful aid in the important object of repopulating
the country which is at present so much to the fore.

One of the most desirable objects at the present time is the extension
of tramways into the country and the construction of inter-urban
tramways, in which so much has been done in the United States. Now
in that country the whole of the feeder work, an expensive item in
tramway construction, is carried out by means of overhead mains.

Abroad, overhead power-transmission mains freely traverse much of
the finest scenery, and yet tourists and others do not find them over-
poweringly objectionable. Overhead power mains are not more
unsightly than heavy telephone or telegraph transmissions which we
already have with us on a large scale, and as they would more often
traverse the open country they would be still less in evidence. A great
deal can also "be done to remove their obtrusiveness by simply painting
the creosoted poles green or grey. Abroad most of the poles are not
creosoted, but when preserved at all are treated by another process.
It is the deep dead black of the creosoted pole which attracts the eye
and makes the ordinary telegraph pole an obtrusive object in
a landscape. The adoption of any means by which the tone of the
pole was brought as nearly as possible to that of its surroundings would
make an immense difference in this respect.

We now come to the third objection to overhead transmissions,
namely, that they are liable to faults. To meet this the best way is to
appeal to facts. Overhead transmissions have been used on a large scale
for many years in other countries, as alluded to above. Are such trans-
missions being given up ? Do we hear that industries supplied with
power in this way find the interruptions a serious source of loss ? I
can find no evidence to this effect, particularly where the mains are
well erected, and it must be remembered that a great deal of overhead
transmission is over very rough ground in hilly and mountainous
districts where the chances of accident are the greatest. The fact that
towns like Rome, Berne, Milan, and Buffalo, to name only some which
come into one's head at once, are and have been for several years
dependent on electric energy supplied over distances of from 15 to 30
miles by overhead mains is clear proof of their reliability when well
erected and looked after. It is a point in favour of overhead trans-
missions that any fault which may occur can be so easily located and
quickly remedied. The risks of wilful damage are much less than
is supposed. There is a wholesome dread amongst people generally
of electric shocks, and to do effective damage without personal risk
requires an elaboration of means and an amount of knowledge which is
possessed by few and can only be used with the most deliberate
criminal intent. Any tendency in this direction is further restrained
in several countries on the Continent by special provisions in the penal
code.

The real danger of interference with overhead transmission is from
lightning, which the pioneers of this, class of work sometimes found
exceedingly troublesome ; but the question of lightning protection has
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received much study, and overhead transmissions are freely used now
in countries where thunderstorms are so much more frequent than in
this country that I do not think we need have any fear under this head
in the United Kingdom when proper precautions are taken. Besides
this it must be recollected that practice and experience in those
countries where overhead transmissions are used are continually
producing improvements and developments, particularly in lightning
protection and in the character and forms of insulators, and this progress
will continue. There is no more question of finality here than in any
other branch of engineering.

Having now dealt with the advantages of overhead electric power
transmission and having met the chief objections which have been
made to its use, we are now brought to the consideration of what is the
practical position supposing transmission of this character is proposed
in this country.

I have already mentioned that the Board of Trade are now prepared
to consider favourably proposals of this character.

As regards passing near buildings and the class of district through
which overhead wires may be taken. The Board of Trade have passed
a series of routes in a case in which the writer is acting as engineer which
go as far in these respects as I think engineers can reasonably ask for at
the present stage. The Board, however, still appear to have objections
to high-pressure transmissions being erected along the sides of roads.
Consequently, as things stand at present, way-leaves will usually have
to be obtained for carrying the mains across the neighbouring fields.

In choosing a line of route, particularly in parts of the country where
there are hedges and trees, it is very desirable that as far as possible it
should be clear of these, should be accessible, should not have too
many angles, and should be within sight of roads or good footpaths in
order that the line may be inspected easily. An inspector should patrol
all the main routes at any rate once a day. If a line is in sight from a
good road it is obvious that this inspection is easily and quickly made,
and should a fault occur it can be traced by an observer from a gig,
motor car, or bicycle provided with repairing plant, and is easily
remedied.

In many districts there will not be much difficulty in obtaining way-
leaves, but it is in this matter exasperating to be at the mercy of an
occasional cantankerous landlord or set of trustees, and it would be
a great facility if there were in this country a set of laws and regulations
such as have been made in several foreign countries giving undertakers
the power to obtain such way-leaves by a form of compulsory arbitration
when it can be shown that the project is of public utility. It is, I
understand, only occasionally that this power has to be put in force;
the fact that this right of appeal exists in case of necessity is as a rule
sufficient to enable an amicable arrangement to be made privately.

In this country such powers can at present only be obtained by a
specific Act of Parliament, which is far too cumbrous and expensive
a method of procedure and is moreover impracticable, since it is only
as a project develops that the routes of a great part of the mains can be
definitely settled.
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To show the arrangements and formalities necessary to obtain such
rights, a translation of the Swiss law relating to electric transmission is
appended to this paper. I have to thank Mr. E. G. Cruise for procuring
it for me and kindly making the translation together with some extracts
of the General Law on Expropriation which bear on the subject. It
will be seen that an undertaker desiring to obtain way-leaves and
finding difficulty in doing so by private arrangement can at any time
appeal to the Communal authorities, who must, after deposit of the
plans, at once appoint a tribunal consisting of three members, which
acts immediately and must give its decision without undue delay. The
procedure is thus prompt and inexpensive. I also append a translation
of the Italian Law and Rules on the same subject to which I would
direct special attention, as the whole is so clearly and comprehensively
drawn up. For this I have to thank Mr. C. A. Baker.

I am aware that so far no such rights of expropriation have been
granted in this country even to the Post Office, but I would ask whether
the importance of electric communication is not now so great to the
community as to warrant such an innovation, which would, by assisting
in opening up the country, ultimately, I feel confident, prove to be in
the interests of the landowners themselves.

Coming now to the more technical aspects of the question. When
once the primary objections of the Board of Trade to granting permis-
sion for overhead distribution were overcome, I found a disposition on
the part of the Board's electrical adviser to treat the question of regula-
tions and rules in a broad-minded and fair spirit, and a disinclination
to make specific rules at present, so long as the work is properly done
in accordance with the best practice abroad, and until further experience
has been gathered. This policy seems a very wise one, and I trust it
will be met in a fair spirit by any engineers who may be contemplating
overhead transmission. Now that a beginning has been made, it is
most desirable that the use of overhead mains should go forward on
right lines, and that work of this character should not be further
hampered or delayed by unnecessary restrictions or misunder-
standings.

So far, I have dealt chiefly with the branch of the overhead distribu-
tion problem, which for the moment concerns us most directly, but
there is another aspect of it of nearly equal importance to which I will
now allude—I mean the distribution of electrical energy at voltages
suitable for lighting, running motors, heating, and other direct uses.
As is well known, overhead distribution for these purposes is and
always has been widely practised both on the Continent and in America,
nevertheless hitherto in this country, through official opposition, pre-
judice and other similar causes, almost nothing has been done of a similar
character. To give an idea of what has been done in this direction, the
best way will be to quote from a report which the United States Govern-
ment Department of Commerce and Labour has recently published, in
which a number of data and statistics relating to work of this character
are given, and extracts from which have been recently published by the
Electrical Review.

There are, it appears, in the United States 1,892 towns or villages
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having a population of more than 2,400; of these, 1,511 have electric
supply stations, and out of these 1,511 stations, 1,100 are in towns or
villages having between 2,500 and 5,000 inhabitants. Now,
how many such towns or villages in this country have electric
supply ? Not more than a dozen or two, although in the United
Kingdom there are nearly 1,000 similar places. When we come
to look into the reasons for this, we find that in the United
States, out of a total of 125,000 miles of feeding and distributing
networks, 117,000 or 93 per cent, of the whole are overhead, there
being in all the United States only 8,124 miles of underground circuits.

There is no reason why, with overhead distribution and a cheap
system of wiring, such as is in use everywhere except in this country, all
these smaller centres of population and the outskirts of the larger towns
should not enjoy the benefits of electric light and power supply, which
they are hardly likely to do for another twenty years without this
system of distribution.

It is, further, worth pointing out that most of the local distribution
abroad is at no volts. With 240 volts, such as we use largely here, the
problems involved are much simpler, greater areas can be covered, and
the sections of copper required lend themselves very well to being carried
overhead. I myself carried out the lighting of a town in the Colonies
some years since in this way, and was quite surprised, when I came to
work out the mains, to note with what facility effective distributing
arrangements could be made, and what distances it was possible to go
by a little scheming without awkward drops in voltage, and without
many regulating appliances. The advantages which would be secured
by the smaller towns iri'this country, where gas is usually expensive, and,
in most cases, of inferior quality, by obtaining a system of electric
supply would be very great, and the general adoption of electric lighting
in the smaller class of houses would, I am sure, be an important factor
in improving the general health of the population, one of the most
deleterious factors in modern life being, in my opinion, the spending
of evenings in small rooms lit by gas.

It ought to be the function of power companies to feed these towns
and villages by lines of overhead mains radiating 12 to 15 miles in all
directions round each power-station, and the undertakings being in
groups, economic and effective administration would be secured, and
the disadvantages and lack of efficiency of separate small undertakings
would be avoided. To do such work effectively, however, and in the
best, safest, and neatest manner, some powers of obtaining way-leaves
such as I have alluded to above would be a great advantage.

That there is a large field open for future work in this direction, no
one who has studied the question will, I think, deny, and it is very much
allied to the question of inter-urban electric railways, in which so much
progress has already been made in the United States. The feeders for
these. railways are invariably overhead, and the same line of poles, if
not the same circuits, should serve for the lighting and power supply of
the districts through which an inter-urban railway passes.

Before closing, I should like to say a few words on another class of
overhead electric distribution which is fast attaining an important
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place, namely, distribution at very high pressures such as 50,000 volts.
The continued success and extension of such installations warrants our
now considering them not only as local enterprises specially arranged
to meet some unusual set of conditions, but as being of general applica-
tion. When electric distribution is effected at these voltages, not only
do we get into a new order of phenomena electrically, but economically
also. The capital cost of the line comes down to from is. 6d. to 2s. per
kilowatt conveyed per mile, with a loss of, say, ^th of one per cent, per
mile. From what I have seen in the Colonies I feel sure that such long-
distance transmission lines will be of great value there and in India,
and will open up many possibilities. The opportunities for advantage-
ously employing them will probably not be many in this country,
except perhaps in connection with railway work, but it is very desirable
that every facility should be given for their erection wherever they
would be clearly advantageous, for the sake of the practical example
they would offer and the experience which would be gained in opera-
ting them on the spot.

The carrying out of work of the character I have been dealing with
in this paper would not only be a direct benefit to the electrical
industry, and to those who had placed at their doors an important
facility of modern life, but it would have a great indirect effect on the
electrical and allied industries of the country in the following way.

This method of electric transmission is being used in our Colonies
and by the other nations we trade with, and will be to a still greater
degree in the future. Being well acquainted with the conditions in
some of our Colonies myself, I feel assured from personal observation,
that overhead electric transmission of power and light will be one of
the most potent factors in developing new industrial and mining regions
in the next twenty or thirty years. If work of the same character is
carried out on a considerable scale in this country, our engineers and
manufacturers will have examples of it at their doors, will be able to
take part in its development and improvement, and will be able to
carry out such work not only here, but in other countries also. If, on the
other hand, there should be no such work here, it is, in my opinion, idle
to expect that manufacturers in this country will be able to develop
serious industries in this direction in competition with rivals who have
opportunities of keeping closely in touch with the work, and can see
more clearly what is needed, and learn from direct observation and
inspection what is good and what is faulty, and the best manner in
which improvement can be made.

I have now touched on the salient points which are raised by the
title of my paper. It is not easy to present them in an interesting and
concrete form, but I shall be well satisfied if I have succeeded in doing
anything which will contribute towards putting this matter on a better
basis in the United Kingdom.

I have not attempted in this paper to give any detailed description of
systems of overhead distribution, because for some time at any rate we
shall only be able to follow what has been done successfully in other
countries, of which frequent descriptions have appeared in the technical
press, my object being to bring the subject forward in its general lines
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with the view of promoting discussion and eliciting the opinions of
other members. I, however, give in an appendix a list of references to ,
descriptions of overhead distribution and works on the subject which
may be useful. I wish to draw special attention to a pamphlet on the
subject recently issued by the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, a copy of which has been kindly sent me by Mr. C. O.
Mailloux, of New York. Some time since, the Committee of the Insti-
tute appointed a Commission to inquire into the practice with regard to
high-pressure transmission. ' This Commission formulated a large
number of queries which were forwarded to the engineers in charge of
such plants. Replies had been received to date from 46 installations,
and the pamphlet consists of an epitome of these replies, which cover
the whole field of high-pressure overhead transmission, and give the
views and recommendations of experienced men on almost every point,
including poles, arms, spans, conductors, insulators, leading in, effect on
other conductors, lightning arresters and numerous other practical points.
No one who proposes to attempt such work in this country should be
without a copy of this pamphlet, which I presume will be public pro-
perty before long.

APPENDIX.
ITALIAN LAW FOR THE TRANSMISSION TO A DISTANCE OF ELECTRIC

CURRENTS.

(June 7, 1894.)
ART. 1. Every proprietor is required to permit the crossing of his

lands by electrical conductors, either overhead or underground, which
may be required to cross the same, having permanent or only temporary
right to be used for industrial purposes.

The faces towards the streets or public squares of houses, courts,
gardens, orchards, and the store-houses adjacent to houses are exempt
from this.

ART. 2. Whoever demands such right of way must do all things
necessary in making use of it and must eliminate every danger through
carelessness of workmen. He may also be required to make use of
work already put in hand by the proprietor and adapted to be used,
compensating the proprietor for the expense that he has incurred, and
contributing proportionally to the cost of maintenance.

ART. 3. Way-leave must also be granted for the conductors to
cross canals or aqueducts or other works employed for such use,
provided that no impediment or diminished utility is caused to the
proprietor.

ART. 4. Where it is necessary, in the route of the electrical con-
ductors, to cross public streets or rivers or streams or to touch the
exterior of houses facing the streets or public squares, the special laws
and regulations concerning streets and water and the directions of the
competent authorities must be observed.

ART 5. Applicants for way-leaves for electrical conductors must
prove their ability to erect the same and demonstrate the value and
the use of the conductors for industrial purposes ; they ought, besides,
to demonstrate that the way-leave requested and the manner of making
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The applicant must also give a definite address and a period within
which he undertakes to have the installation in working order.

ART. 8. The authority indicated in Art. 6, or, where necessary, the
public administration interested, in the project presented by the appli-
cant in the sense of Art. 7, gives its consent that the installation ma}' be
set to work by the conditions of the present rules, under the responsi-
bility of the undertaker for any damages that may result from the system
adopted and with express reserve as to the opposition of interested
parties in the sense of Arts. 5 and 6 of the law.

ART. 9. The notification to be made by the terms of Art. 5 must
be accompanied by a general description of the installation.

ART. 10. The undertaker will be required to operate the installation
and the electric conductors under his own responsibility, using all
possible means of safety and safeguards from danger and such apparatus
as is found advisable by science and practice, observing, besides, the
following general conditions :

(1) For aerial conductors, he must adopt all the known precautions
to prevent breakage of the conductors and the danger arising therefrom,
having regard to their weight and potential.

(2) Conductors between which a difference of potential exists must
be placed in such a way that one cannot, by falling or by elongation,
come in contact with another ; in the cases where this condition cannot
be conveniently fulfilled, some special arrangement ought to be adopted
either in the supports or in the contrivance, to assure the suspension of
the conductors or to render breakage as little dangerous as possible to
persons and things, independently of the insulation of the conductor
itself.

(3) Conductors supported externally to the houses must be so ar-
ranged that no persons, other than those connected with the service, can
touch them, either near the roofs or the supports. In the open places
they must not be supported at a less height than six metres from the
ground, in special cases greater heights may be necessary. The com-
petent authority may concede placing of the conductors at a lower level
than that above indicated, only in the case of electric tramways, and in
such other cases in which it is possible to show not only the absence
of danger, but also the practical necessity to place them at a lower level,
for the use to which they are destined. On the facade of the houses,
the conductors must be away from the possible reach of the hand
of a man standing at a window, or on the sill of it, or on a balcony, or
on a terrace, or on the roof.

(4) In wells and in shafts of mines and in similar excavations, in the
tunnels of railways, tramways, or ordinary roads, in subterranean
passages or cuttings and everywhere where the local conditions prevent
putting into effect normal rules, the conductors must be rendered
harmless from contact in the most efficient manner that is possible.

(5) For conductors in contact with the earth the terms of Art. n
are to be observed.

(6) The poles, supports and other bearers for the conductors on
which there is a dangerous potential, must be provided with suitable
defences to prevent any one approaching the conductors without the
aid of a portable ladder or some similar means.

VOL. 34. 34
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(7) All the supports ought to be arranged in the manner least pre-
judicial to the proprietor of the property, and such as present the
necessary resistance in themselves and in their points of attachment.

(8) Suitable means of protection must be adopted where there is
any danger of contact between the conductors of energy and the tele-
graph or telephone lines, in case of the breakage of either.

(9) Special precautions must be taken in localities where the con-
ductors might be touched by the agents in the service of the telegraph
or telephone departments.

(ro) In the arrangement of underground conductors, possible
contact causing accumulations of gas must be avoided, and likewise
damage to other conduits of gas, water or similar things.

ART. 11. In the electrical conductors, as indicated in Art. 1, it is
permissible to make connection with the earth at one point only of the
circuit, but the circuit must always be entirely metallic, and, in the
point of contact with the ground, have perfect joints and the section
not less than would be required in a well-proportioned installation in
which there was no connection with the earth. Such precautions must
be observed as science and practice may be able to suggest to avoid
possible damage owing to the earth connection.

ART. -12. In regard to the works of public interest and to rivers,
streams, and canals, besides the conditions of Art. 10 and those in force
by the ordinary laws, the following rules must also be observed, as also
any special rules which, during the construction of the conductors or in
operating them, may be determined, case by case, by the competent
authority, that is to say the Administration interested :

(a) For railways and for tramways on their own grounds.

(1) Where possible, the conductors of electrical energy should not
be laid along the railways, nor on the lands of the railway authorities,
nor across the internal courtyards of the stations.

(2) The electrical conductors ought to cross the railways at a right
angle, and at a height of not less than seven metres from the level of
the rails, modifications being allowed in the case of aerial conductors
for electric tramways.

(3) The supports of the electrical conductors ought to be arranged
at such a distance from the lines that, falling, they cannot encumber
the railway, and where this condition cannot be observed, they ought
to be secured in such a manner as to prevent them falling on the lines.

(4) The trenches for underground cables must be not less than one
metre in depth, measured from the top to the bottom of the trench, and
must be well formed as required by the conditions affecting the safety
of the railway. Such trenches ought to be constructed so that any
repairs can be effected without touching the surface of the railways.

(5) For crossing underneath the railways with electrical conductors,
where possible, separate trenches from those used for other conduits—
water, gas, etc.—should be employed.

(6) The undertakers for the electrical conductors may be compelled,
when crossing a railway, to make use of any passages already con-
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structed under the railways, and that may be suitable for the purpose,
conductors for electric tramways being excepted ; this will be done
under the supervision of the railway administration, and subject to
future interests.

(b) For the public roads away from dwellings, for rivers, streams,
and canals.

(1) Along the public roads, the banks of rivers, streams and canals,
on which there exists, or will have to be placed, telegraphic or tele-
phonic lines for public service, the installation of electrical conductors
is absolutely prohibited. This can be modified by previous agreement
with the Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, with the object of adopting
the best arrangement for both undertakings, in a manner the least
objectionable to the undertaker of the electrical conductors. For
crossings, the conditions of (a), 2nd par., shall apply, with such modi-
fications as the circumstances warrant.

(2) The conditions which are promulgated from time to time by the
competent authority must be observed in regard to the interpretation
of the laws and regulations concerning streets and water.

(c) For public streets and squares.

Respecting the way-leaves for the streets and public squares, and
the attachments to the facades of houses, the conditions prescribed by
the municipality or other competent authority must be observed.

ART. 13. The installation of electrical conductors for which com-
pulsory way-leave is obtained, must be constructed in the manner least
prejudicial to the proprietor of the lands traversed, and also in regard
to any other purpose to which the land may be put. When along the
route of the conductors there exists another'electrical conductor or a
telegraph or telephone line—unless a judicial decision has been made
known—the reasonable necessities for the smooth working of both
undertakings ought to be agreed, or the views accepted of the party
having the best title to claim pre-eminence in public service, or if such
titles be equal, then by reason of priority of existence. When the
decision arrived at necessitates the removal or the modification of the
conductors, the expense is to be borne by the party making the alter-
ation necessary.

ART. 14. The proprietor of the land must not do anything to diminish
the value of the way-leave or to render it more difficult, nor transfer
the right of way to any other position than that originally fixed. The
same obligation applies to the undertaker. If, however, the original
arrangement has become more ser-ious to the proprietor of the land,
or if it hinders him in doing certain works, repairs or improvements,
he can ask the undertaker to modify his arrangement of conductors,
offering him a place equally convenient for his operations. This the
undertaker must not refuse. Where the undertaker finds that a similar
alteration would benefit him and no damage to the land would result,
it is to be permitted.

ART. 15. The way-leave for the conductors does not convey to the
undertaker the soil on either side under or over the conductors, or the
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relative supports, or the wall to which they may be hung. The Govern-
ment taxes and other charges on the land still remain against the pro-
prietor of the land.

ART. 16. The way-leave includes the installation and the use of the
maximum number of conductors, and of the maximum section of the
same that the undertaker has notified to the proprietor of the land
when he made known his right of way, according to Art. 5 of the law
of June 7, 1894, No. 232. It is thus within the right of the under-
taker to follow the planned arrangements for the supports, and to place
the conductors notified without asking further consents, and without
obligation to pay further indemnities except always for the reinstate-
ment to be done owing to damage caused whilst placing the conductors.

ART. 17. The fact that conductors are arranged in a certain way
does not entitle the undertaker to exemption from the new regulations ;
such regulations may be modified to meet the conditions of the existing
works on the representation of the undertaker.

ART. 18. In the cases foreseen by Art. 9 of the law of June 7, 1894,
No. 232, it is the duty of the competent authority to permit the tem-
porary execution of work in the manner and under the conditions that
are deemed necessary to meet the public requirements and the rights
of the proprietors of the lands.

ART. 19. The control of carrying into effect the law of June 7, 1894,
No. 232, and of the present rules, in all cases the responsibility of the
undertaker, concerns the Minister of Agriculture, who will look after
it, where necessary, in accord with the other Administrations publicly
interested. To the same Minister the magistrates will give immediate
information of the consents granted for the installation of electrical
conductors, and of the notifications received according to Arts. 8 and 9
of the present rules.

ART. 20. In regard to electrical conductors already existing, the pro-
prietors who intend to claim rights against undertakers will not be able
to enforce modifications of the arrangements of the conductors until
the matter has received proper judicial consideration.

EXPROPRIATION IN SWITZERLAND IN THE CASE OF ELECTRICAL
WORKS. (See pages 15 to 17 in Swiss Document.)

Swiss Federal Law. June 24, 1902.

The following clauses extracted and briefly translated from the
General Law of above date relating to electrical undertakings, set forth
the special provisions made for Expropriation.

Art. 43. The Federal Council has the right to grant powers of
expropriation to the owners of electrical undertakings, as also to the
consumers.

Art* 44. Branches of trees endangering the transmission lines are to
be removed on demand of the undertakers, and in case of dispute as to
the necessity for removal, indemnity, etc., the Local Authority desig-
nated by the Government of the Canton will give a final decision
within eight days. The costs of such proceedings to be to the charge
of the under taker s.
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Art. 45. Electrical transmission and distribution installations are
defined as (1) The electrical conductors, whether aerial or under-
ground and their accessories, and (2) Transforming stations and their
accessories.

Art. 46. The right of expropriation can be exercised for private
property and also for railways, but in the latter case the electrical
works must not interfere with the working of the railway, and ample
space must be allowed for the operation of the railway and its tele-
graph lines, etc. The public land and highways of the Cantons
and Communes can be utilised, and rights of expropriation granted
over same for the transmission and distribution of electrical energy.
When such employ of the public land of a commune for distribution
of electrical energy is demanded, the commune can, to protect its own
legitimate interests, refuse or restrict the demand, save in the case
where the energy is required for the electrical working of a railway.
The government of the Canton can be appealed to within twenty
days of such refusal or restriction, and its judgment can be further
appealed against before the Federal Council within a further twenty
days. The decision of the Federal Council will be final. Electrical
undertakings cannot claim the use of the public land without also
respecting the other uses to which the land may be applied.

Art. 47. Expropriation rights can be demanded by the undertakers
of electrical installations or by consumers both for the absolute
acquisition of the property or for its conditional possession whether
permanently or temporarily.

Art. 48. The indemnity is to consist, according to the circum
stances, of a capital sum or an annual charge. With the consent of
the two parties, the indemnity can be made to include repairs for
damage to crops or other damages similarly caused by alterations to
the electrical constructions. If no arrangement in this respect has
been made between the parties, the demands for indemnities which
may be made during the working of the undertaking can, in case of
dispute, be settled by the ordinary procedure.

Art. 49. Save the exceptions mentioned in Articles 50 and 54 here-
with, expropriation will take place in accordance with the provisions of
the Law of May i, 1850.

Art. 50. To obtain powers of expropriation, the undertakers must
address their demand to the Government Survey Department of
Electrical Works, submitting a plan of the works and of the land
required. The Federal Council will then grant expropriation rights if,
within a period of thirty days from the deposit of the plans,
therei is no opposition. In case of opposition, rights will not be
granted if the projected works can be modified without grave technical
difficulties involving too great cost, or without danger to public safety.
Where alterations appear necessary, a new application for expro-
priation rights can be proceeded with on the demand of the undertakers
of the works, or of the party to be expropriated.

Art. 51. As well as depositing the plans,with the Survey Depart-
ment mentioned, plans are to be deposited in the communes affected,
so that every one concerned can note same, The deposit of the
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plans and demand for expropriation rights shall be made public, and
in addition personal notification shall be sent to every one concerned.
If expropriation is demanded for particular property owners only,
the provisions of Articles 18 and following of the Expropriation Law of
1850 will apply.

Art. 52. As soon as the Federal Council shall have given their
decision and approved the plans, the Estimating Committee (Article
54) will, if required by either party, meet and discuss the indemnity to
be paid.

Art. 53. After approval of the plans, the works can be proceeded
with, even though the Estimating Committee may not have finished
their inquiry, or though the indemnity be not yet paid. Guarantees
for such payment shall, however, be forthcoming, and in case of
dispute the Estimating Committee will fix the amount of the guarantees.

Art. 54. Each Canton shall supply an Estimating Committee of three
members, the Federal Court, the Federal Council, and the Government
of the Canton each nominating one member and two deputies for each
member.

The decisions of the Estimating Committee can be appealed against
before the Federal Court in accordance with the provisions of the
Expropriation Law of May 1, 1850.
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DISCUSSION AT MEETING OF FEBRUARY 23, 1905.

(Mr. W. H. Patchell, Vice-President, in the Chair.)

Mr. Gavcy. Mr. J. GAVEY : I think the time is very appropriate for the consider-
ation of the subject dealt with by Mr. Addenbrooke, and I trust the
result of the paper will be that local authorities, who so strongly
oppose the erection of open wires throughout the United Kingdom,
may be induced to take a more liberal view of the requirements of the
electrical industry. Before dealing specially with the way-leave
question, I should like to ask the author one or two questions in
relation to some of his s tatements . In reference to the cost of over-
head wires, I observe that his charges appear to be fairly reasonable,
but there are one or two points on which I am not quite clear. One of
them is the varying cost of the erection of wires of the same type to
provide for varying voltages. I t is possible that his answer may be the
answer to one or two other questions which I propose to suggest. It
may be that this extra cost is clue to the additional precautions which
have to be taken in carrying these high-pressure wires across roads
where naturally some special steps will have to be taken to protect the
public. In a thickly populated country like the United Kingdom,
roads are very numerous, and some measure of protection will have to
be afforded in crossing those roads, either by taking the wires under-
ground, by enclosing them in cages, or enclosing them in lattice girders
where the pressure is abnormally high. I should like also to ask
whether the cost he quotes includes the cost of way-leaves, which
although, as a rule, they are paid for annually, might be represented
as capitalised in estimating the cost. Again there is the question of
possible diversions. If you erect long lengths of overhead wires across
private property, you may unfortunately now and then have a dispute
with a landowner, and you have to remove your wires. This is an
item which comes under the head of maintenance, but it must be
provided for as it represents interest on capital. One other point that
has occurred to me is this. It appears as though provision were only
made for running three wires on each main line of poles. Would
those three wires suffice to maintain a continuous and uninterrupted
service day and night, year in and yeanout ? Wi th open wires, how-
ever well erected, it is necessary to provide for the removal of faults.
Members of the Institution who joined in the Italian visit will probably
remember the great installation of the Edison Company at Milan,
where they transmit, I think, about 13,000 H.P. a distance of some
20 miles. This transmission is by means of overhead wires.
Eighteen wires are provided in three groups of three—one series of
nine wires being on one side of the poles, and the second series on the
other. I was told by our friend Mr. Sevmenza, that normally the


